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 This week at my fifth week interning for Oscar de la Renta I got to work with fabrics for 
the Spring 2019 collection. My first task was to correct the fabric boards I made in previous weeks 
because of fabric changes to the collection. After fixing the fabric boards the sketches started to 
be matched with the fabrics they will be made in. Once a Spring style was matched with the fabric 
I then went into GCS and imputed the fabric it would be made in. This was a very useful task to 
learn because it is done with every collection. It also taught me what else GCS can be used for in 
terms of tracking new things in collections. After imputing it into GCs I was then able to print out 
the sketch with the swatch of the fabric below it. There are boards that have the sketches in their 
SKU categories and there is also a board that is done by color to indicate the fabrics. I created the 
new board by color to put the printed sketches with the fabric on. After completing the fabric board 
tasks I then worked with knits. I went into the Pre Fall 2018 collection and looked each style up in 
GCS and imputed the fabric content description for the knits. This assignment was very helpful 
because I learned new abbreviations for different knits. I also go to learn what styles were made 
of what textile. After working with fabrics and knits I worked on jewelry. I created a top twenty 
Nordstrom jewelry buys for the past 3 seasons. This task taught me a lot about Nordstrom’ 
purchases in terms of Oscar de la Renta jewelry. Due to looking at their top 20 buys of the past 
three seasons I think I have a better understanding on Nordstrom’s preferences and would be able 
to determine what they would buy in terms of jewelry for the next collections. Continuing with 
jewelry this week I developed an excel sheet that tracked the jewelry development of the next 
collection. This excel sheet included a picture of the jewelry sketch, the category of the jewelry 
and the group of the jewelry. I also created a part to track how many of each category in the new 
collection there would be. The excel sheet was then printed and sent to the designers in Italy. This 
task was a good one for me to learn because it is done for every jewelry collection. Due to Fall 
2018 Couture week happening I was assigned to create a presentation of showing each design 
piece for top shows such as Elie Saab, Valentino, Dior, and Chanel. This task was very enjoyable 
for me because I had already been keeping track of the shows on my own therefore I enjoyed that 
I was able to research the new collections in the office. I also made a presentation showing trends 
I found in the collections such as sequins. I was very amazed and intrigued by the Fall 2018 Haute 
Couture shows. I found each collection to be extremely strong with different and similar aspects 
across the board with one another. I liked creating trend reports for this collection because it can 
be used for future collections and for my own personal research. With this assignment I learned 
that you can learn a lot from other designers and collections for your own personal use. Not in the 
means of copying looks but rather in comparing wat you’re designing and if you think your items 
are competitive enough to compete with the rest of the competition. Due to their being lots of cape 
designs in the collections I then added looks to my cape style presentation I made weeks ago. This 
cape style presentation is being used in the Ramadan proposal collection pieces. I then worked on 
jewelry research presentation on trends in jewelry. I looked at this Vogue article specifically that 
researched what new trends were just hit the runway in the couture collection. In this article there 
was features on asymmetrical earrings, chain belts, tags, labels as jewelry, statement chokers, and 
nature in jewelry. I enjoyed researching this project because I found it interesting to see what new 
trends were occurring and what old trends were now coming back in style. I find jewelry to be 
very interesting right now especially because Oscar de la Renta is looking to advance in the jewelry 
department and expand their selection. Due to this want for advancement and a wider selection I 
enjoy looking at competitor’s items or wat is new to think of what would fit the Oscar de la Renta 
company.  
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